
DON’T SEND A COW TO AFRICA 
(OR ASIA OR ANYWHERE ELSE)

P eople who are concerned
about third world hunger

often turn to charities such as
Send a Cow, Christian Aid or
Oxfam to lead the way when it
comes to famine relief. However,
these charities’ policy of asking
people to buy non-human
animals (such as cows, goats
and chickens) for rural
communities to exploit for
meat, milk and eggs is seriously
misplaced.  It’s an instance of
fragmented thinking rather
than looking at the root causes
of famine in Africa and other
poor areas.   

The politics of food is complex,

however, it is fair to say that

famine is largely caused by Western

greed and the poverty and corruption

that stem from it.  70% of the

crops fed to animals in the factory

farms of Europe are grown in the

developing world.  If these crops

were redirected to feed people,

there would be no famine.

Encouraging the developing world

to adopt western eating habits will

only serve to increase the problem.

POPULAR MISCONCEPTIONS
ANSWERED

Misconception 1: parts of the
world have dry wasteland areas
where a little grass can grow
but crops will not grow.  We
can graze cattle in these areas
but we cannot grow food crops.

Actually, grazing cattle on

scrubland presents a problem.  

As the scrub grass is eaten away,

the land turns to grassless desert,

and then forests are cleared to

increase scrubland areas for

grazing.  In fact the expansion of

agricultural land accounts for

more than 60 per cent of

worldwide deforestation.  Most

of this land is used to graze beef

cattle.  Two World Bank specialists

in agriculture concluded:

‘Livestock-induced ranching in

rainforests has led to significant

loss in plant and animal

biodiversity especial ly in Central

America: 320,000-430,000

hectares per year and in South

America about 1.1 mil l ion

hectares per year.’

Misconception 2: eating soya
as an alternative to meat, eggs
and dairy products involves
cutting down trees in Brazil to
grow the soya.

This is something that is often

said by people who are unaware

that most of the soya grown in

Brazil and elsewhere is for animal

feeds.  So it is meat, eggs and

dairy-eaters who are destroying

the rainforests.   
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Indeed humans use much less land

and water if they eat crops

directly rather than through the

intermediary of an animal.  This is

because farmed animals consume

much more protein than they

produce: most of the protein from

their vegetable feeds is used for

the animals’ bodily functions and

not converted to meat, eggs or

milk.  More water and land is

therefore needed to grow crops

for farmed animals to eat, leading

to deforestation, water scarcity,

soil erosion and increased

pesticide use.  The average

vegan’s ecological footprint is

much smaller than the average

meat-eater’s!  

Misconception 3: why shouldn’t
people in the developing world
enjoy the meat and milk that
we enjoy?

As vegans, we would like all

people to stop eating animal

products.  The West needs to set

an example to the rest of the

world.  If everyone in the world

ate a western meat-based diet we

would need at least another two

planets the size of Earth to grow

the crops to feed the animals!

Misconception 4: as well as
providing meat/milk, etc,
the animals are also
working animals until
they are slaughtered:
they help villagers to
work the land, carry
heavy loads, etc; isn’t
this better than women
having to carry water
miles from a well/stream
to their village?

If people adopted vegan diets,

there would be far more water

available because, as stated

earlier, we would need to grow

fewer crops so less water is used

both to grow the crops and for

the animals to drink.  This means

that more water should be

available close by.  It is better to

provide the water directly than to

provide an animal to carry it.

What people in developing

countries need is a better deal and

a chance to escape western

exploitation, not to stay part of it.

Misconception 5: many tribal
people are hunters; we cannot
deny them their meat-eating
cultural heritage.

Actually, very few people in

developing countries are hunters.

Most people in developing

countries are slaves to the

Western taste for animal products.

They are paid a pittance for their

soya and grains which are mostly

produced for animal feeds.  We

need to set our own house in

order, but making the third world

as bad as us really won’t help!

Instead of sending money to

Oxfam or Christian Aid, why not

send money to Hippo or Vegfam

or to organizations such as the

Vegan Society which are working

for fundamental changes in a

Western food culture which

exploits the poorer nations?

‘Most people in

developing

countries are

slaves to the

Western taste for

animal products.

They are paid a

pittance for their

soya and grains

which are mostly

produced for

animal feeds. ’
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